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well this fan-fic came to my head when there was no power in my house and i was wondering..what if
Heechul ever told some of the other members to take care of Heebum(his cat) for him....so here it is...
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1 - START!

Donghae: Hey! cat...EAT!
Sungmin: No use!! This cat is as stubborn as Heechul himself..
Donghae: HEY! CAT!....CAT! HEEBUM!!..EAT! (pull)
Sungmin: Donghae! Don't pull its tail! AISH!!

Kibum(comes out form somewhere): Whats wrong? isn't he eating?
Siwon: ha ha...what did Donghae do now?

Donghae: HEY! its not eating even if i did anything..

SLAM!!
Sungmin: I CAN"T TAKE THIS ANYMORE! BABO CATT!! SHOOOO SOOOOO!!
Siwon: calm down! calm down!
Sungmin: Fine then you feed it!
Donghae: NO! He's too tall..Heebum will run away..let Kibum feed Heebum..maybe he can do it coz both
their names end in BUM!

Sungmin: WHAT LOGIC!..specially coming form your mouth....
Kibum: *holds food close to heebum's mouth*
CHOMP! CHOMP! CHOMP!
Siwon: It eats!! its a miracle!

Donghae and Sungmin: life couldn't get better..HEY!
Siwon: Do you have to do that every time someone says the name of our song?

Sungmin: AISH!! You're no fun....no wonder you're attractive....you spend too much time on that...
JUST THEN!

BUZZ BUZZ!!

door bell rings....hmm..who could it be?



2 - OH NO!

The doorbell rang......

Donghae: Who could that be?....*opens door*
AHH!! Junsu! What brings you here? Oh Eunhyuk isn't home today.....
Junsu: AISH! its not that...Heechul sent me to...actually told me to call and check on Heebum....but i
decided to come help...
i have nothing to do at home..
Donghae: How come? What happened to the rest of them?
Junsu:Changmin is eating......Yoochun is trying to get him to download songs........Jaejoong and Yunho
has disappeared..and i don't have any new video games to play.

Sungmin: WOW! that was a long password, but you may join the club..
Junsu: so where is Heebum?
Sungmin: Kibum is feeding the almighty cat...
Junsu: HAHA! Kibum feeding Heebum!
Siwon:(to Donghae) for two completely different people you two think alike....
Donghae: *makes big eyes at siwon*
Kibum: DONE! Man that cat can eat, now if only we can get Heechul to eat as much...
Donghae: Hey! CAT! ATE!!

Sungmin: Well now that thats done...lets see whats next

*opens a HUGE scroll of paper*
NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO! we have to give it a bath!!!

after all is prepared for the bath.....
Junsu: OK! i'll get Heebum!

2 minutes later......
Junsu: I CAN'T FIND HEEBUM!!!!!



3 - SPLIT!

Siwon: I could have sworn i saw a cat going out of the gates...you think?......it was??...
Sungmin: AAAAHHHHH! BABO!!!!
Donghae: Lets go after it...if Heechul finds out we lost his cat it'll be the funeral of 4 super Junior and 1
TVXQ member! The fans will be devastated ...Heechul will end up in jail..and
Sungmin: OH! Shut up!!! you are wasting time! lets go after it!

just as they were about to leave..

Junsu: WAIT!!!
Sungmin: WHAT?

.........

.....

...

..

.
Junsu: I need to go to the bathroom!
All: AISH!!!!
Sungmin: well hurry up!

after he comes out of the bathroom they finally head out..

Siwon: So how do we find Heebum?
Donghae: Just look out for big eyes, snooty attitude...
Sungmin: Are you describing Heebum or Heechul?
Donghae: aish! never mind....just look for a cat!
Sungmin: As if we didn't know that!

Siwon: Should we split up?
Kibum: Yeah! Good idea! I'll go with Donghae and Junsu, that leaves Sungmin and Siwon...ok?

Sungmin: Alright! lets go!



4 - THE CHASE!

So they split up into to groups,
group 1 consisting of Sungmin and Siwon
and group 2 with Junsu, Donghae and Kibum

Sungmin: Where on earth is that stupid cat??
Siwon: Lets start with food stores!
Sungmin: All right! thats a great idea! The cat does like to eat..

after looking in countless food stores and being totally unsuccessful at locating the cat...

Sungmin: What a lousy idea Siwon!! Where do u get these lousy ideas from??
Siwon: Wha......but u.....ah forget it! maybe the others are having better luck with it..

in group 2.....
Junsu: OK!..we looked anywhere a cat might go..now what?
Kibum: i dunno....WAIT! do you think it went to Heechul?
Donghae: Maybe...but where is Hechul?
Junsu: At the member training place..
Donghae" ok..lets check there..
Kibum: but make sure he doesn't see us....

when they get there...

Kibum: Junsu...you go in!
Junsu: But why me alone??? can't one of you come?
Kibum: NO! we are not supposed to be here....just check and come out..
Junsu: OH! Alright~

half an hour later.........guess what.......yup! no luck.......

Junsu: AISH!.....no cat....the bright side is that no one saw me...
Kibum: now what??

meanwhile in group 1...whats this??...where did they go??....OH I SEE THEM!!!...thats them??/ WOW!
they've dressed up in cat costumes!

Siwon: Are you sure this will work?
Sungmin: YES! OF COURSE! JUST FOLLOW MY LEAD!
Siwon: ok...
Sungmin: Don't forget to wag your tail! and meow!
Siwon: aish...



Sungmin: OH HEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEBUUUUUM!! here kitty, kitty, kitty!
Siwon: m....e...o...do we have to do this??
Sungmin: yes of course! do u want us to get killed??
Siwon: well..you already killed my dignity..
Sungmin: well....didn't know you had any!

back at group 2 who ae now standing pretty close to group 1...

Kibum and Siwon both spot a grey cat...

Kibum: Hey! I think i see Heebum!! Come on..he's gonna run!
Sungmin: RUN!!! ITS GOING!!!!!!

they spot each other and wave and then get back to running!

They run, and run and keep running, suddenly Sungmin thinks he saw someone and without realizing it
he falls into a dumpster while running in an alleyway..so Kibum stays back to help him..

While running.....

Donghae: BABO CAT!!! WON'T EAT! BUT RUNS SO MUCH!!...AND SO FAST!!!
Junsu: Maybe we are not in shape...
Donghae: Siwon! Can't you use your long legs?? how useless are they???
Siwon: I wish u could run as fast as you talk!
Junsu: You two fight so much that we lost the cat!
Donghae: NO!!! THERE IT IS!!
Siwon: Shhhhhhhhh.....lets gang up on it slowly and then jump on top of it!
Junsu: ok!

They slowly creep up behind the cat and on the count of three all three of them jump on the cat and
Donghae manages to catch the cat by its tail!

Donghae: HA! looks like my days of pulling Heebum's tail has finally come to use!!



5 - SURPRISE!

So Donghae had just managed to capture the cat by its tail and was now boasting about his tail pulling
abilities..

But then..they took a close look at the cat....it was a cat...but it was not Heebum...it was just a normal
gray cat!

Donghae:NOOOOOOOOO!!!
Junsu:What a Waste!!!!

Back at Kibum and Sungmin...

Kibum: How on earth did you fall in that? Didn't you see it? Were you running with your eyes closed? Did
you see a pretty girl?

Sungmin:No!...I...saw....
Kibum: What did you see?...
Sungmin: I thought i saw.....
Kibum: nevermind, this it pointless...Heechul will be back home any moment, lets catch up with the
others...
Sungmin: Right! *wipes off dirt from his t-shirt*

Then they walk up to the others and find them examining the cat...

Siwon: I'm telling you Donghae, thats not Heebum!
Junsu: Donghae....listen to Siwon...thats not the cat!
Donghae: No way!...maybe it took off its bow!
Sungmin: What are you guys doing?
Siwon: That cat we were chasing....its not Heebum...
Sungmin: AAAISH!! I can't believe i fell in that dump for nothing! i hate cats!!
Kibum: Come on! lets get back already..its getting late...
Donghae: But we didn't find...
Kibum: So what! we'll just have to tell Heechul...he'll find out anyways!
Donghae: OH....OK!......lets go...
Junsu: Do i have to go too?

ALL: YES!!

Siwon: All that wastage of dignity for nothing!
Sungmin: Ah! Just Shut up!

and with that they go back home in disappointment......



After arriving home....

Sungmin: i need a shower....
Donghae: yea...u stink...
Sungmin:..........

*opens door of the bathroom*



6 - End...and AGAIN!

*opens door of the bathroom*

Sungmin and Donghae: YaH!..O.o....WHAT THE HECK!!!

What they saw was unbelievable to their eyes..hey didn't believe what they saw in the
bathroom......yes......it was Heebum, just sitting there licking his paws.

They both stood there....dumbfounded...not talking, not blinking, they stood there.....after their silent
moment passed...

SIWON!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

everyone within the neighbourhood herd them, the others rushed to the bathroom~!

Kibum: Whats *turns head to heebum* wro......

he saw it.......they all did...

They slowly turned their heads to Siwon, giving him menacing looks.......

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~THE END~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

nope...kidding...theres more...

HEECHUL COMES HOME!!!

Heechul: Hey!!! YO! Hows my little.....WAH??...what happened to Siwon?..Why are his eyes purple??

Siwon: We lost Hee.....*Sungmin covers his mouth and pulles him down*

Donghae:He went out and came back hurt, he won't tell us what happened...

Heechul: nevermind....wheres my precious?
Junsu: *brings heebum* here he is!
Heechul: *takes heebum and holds tightly...too tigtly!*



BITE!!!

Heechul: AAAAAAAAAAAAAAOOOOOOOUUUUU!!!AISH!!!!! YOU!....

Just then Eunhyuk comes in...

Eunhyuk:YAH! what the heck? what were you guys doing running after a cat outside?...eh?

Sungmin: THATS IT!!! i saw you!! then i fell into the dump!! IT WAS YOU!!!!

Heechul: WHAT! a ca....A CAT!! HEEBUM!! YOU TOOK MY PRECIOUS OUTSIDE!!!! ON THOSE
DIRTY PLACES!!!!

*Siwon gets rid of sungmin*
Siwon: we thought Heebum ran outside so we went to look for him! but we came back and found out that
he was here all along...
Heechul: how'd u get purple then??
Donghae: we beat him up...coz he said he saw Heebum run out...
siwon: well you believed me!

...........

..........

.........

........

.......

......

.....

....

...

..

.

Heechul: HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAAAAAAAAHAHA! OH MY GOODNESS!!
HAHAHAHAHAHHAAAAAAHAHAH!! YOU BUNCH OF IDIOTS!!! HAHAHAHAHAH

after laughing stops....

ALL: and thats it??

whispers start(he didn't do anything)(i can't believe we were scared of this!)(we ARE dumb)(OH! lets get
out of here)



Then they push and shove there way out of the house each one(except Junsu) shoving Heechul out of
the way even though he wasn't in front of most of them and leave, leaving a dumbfounded Heechul and
Eunhyuk behind...

Eunhyuk: I think they were scared of you...

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~REAL END!!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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